
CONTACT YOUR HR 
PARTNER 

BSC, Dining, 
Conferences & Catering, 
Housing,  Print & Mail, 
Support Services, UTS 

 Patty Rooney: 

862-1273 or 422-3421

Campus Recreation, 
MUB 

Meghan Proctor: 

862-4646 or 978-3484

BENEFITS 
Kimberly Marsh 

862-0504

OR VISIT: 
www.unh.edu/hr 

Sign Up to Our 
Email Listserv 

  Sign up to receive your 
newsletter by email.  
Please contact 
Nancy.Cicolini@unh.edu  
or call 862-0209 

Newsletter 
Suggestions? 

  Please send any 
pictures, suggestions, 
or ideas for the next 
newsletter to: 
Nancy.Cicolini@unh.edu  

The Van with the Plan 
You may have seen a Dodge minivan artfully attired 

with the color scheme of a Wildcat Transit bus—but not 

known exactly what it is for. Wildcat Transit recently 

purchased two low-floor mobility vans for the Wildcat 

Access paratransit program. Historically, Wildcat 

Access (and its predecessor the Handi-Van) have 

employed much larger cutaway style buses for meeting 

our transit responsibilities for passengers with mobility 

impairments.  In the simplest manufacturing terms, a 

“cutaway” has a van front with a bus back, and often a truck engine!  These rigs were up to the task, but did not 

always provide the best customer experience.   

The new vans provide more of a “car” experience for both passenger and driver.  With their car-like size and 

maneuverability, they allow us to service locations previously inaccessible.  The interiors are more comfortable, 

with wheelchair tie-downs close to the front of the cabin, affording a much better viewing vantage out the windows 

for passengers.  The low floor aspect means that a ramp can be used for wheelchairs, reducing the maintenance of a 

hydraulic lift.  Fuel efficiency is improved and, well, they look pretty sharp!  ~Marc Laliberte  

Print and Mail Services 
Earns Five Awards 

The UNH Print and Mail team’s presence at the 51st Association of 

College and University Printers (ACUP) conference was certainly 

noticed in a big way.  Seventy-five institutions were represented 

nationally while attendees from Australia, Canada and the United 

Kingdom added an international presence. Paul Roberts of UNH led a 

well-attended panel discussion on wide-format printing as a value-

added service offered at leading institutions—but it was at the highly 

competitive ACUP Production and Impression Awards where UNH 

really stood out.  UNH brought home the most awards of any school in 

attendance with five. They garnered a first place for the Accelerated Service Award, first place for Offset Multiple 

Piece, first place for Offset Single Page and second place for Wide Format and Digital Single Page.   

This is a team of unsung heroes whose printed materials play a critical role in many campus functions including 

recruitment, fundraising, commencement and student support. These awards serve as testament to the quality of  

the product and services provided by Printing Services. This is well-deserved recognition for a great OBA team! 

BUSINESS AFFAIRS 

Special kudos to Chris 
Sand for translating 
our newsletter into 

French and Spanish. 
THANK YOU! 

I am co-chairing the Zero Waste Task Force commissioned by President 

Huddleston.  Our task force is charged with helping the campus divert most, 

if not all of our waste from the landfill.  This is a monumental challenge but, 

one we feel we can impact with a team effort from everyone on campus.  As 

many of you know, April 22 was Earth Day.  Our task force hosted a 

“Dumpster Dive” at the C-Lot (Thanks to Dirk and Jeff from Parking).  All I 

can say is that we found some interesting things in the three dumpsters we 

sorted through.  It opened our eyes to the fact 

that we can all do better recycling.  How can 

you help?  The next time you get ready to 

throw something away, please think about 

which receptacle it should go in.  I thank you 

in advance for your efforts. 

As the semester comes to a close, thank you 

very much for all you do to serve the 

University community.  The work we all do is 

important and contributes to the success of the 

University.  I am very proud to be part of this 

team.   

HAVE A GREAT DAY!!!! 

Sincerely, 

Thanks to the tenacious work of the OBA 
Recognition Committee, the unwavering support of 
leadership, and the active engagement of our 
collective team, the new employee recognition 
program had a triumphant first round! We received 
35 nominations, each highlighting significant 
contributions to specific departments, the division, 
and the university. We are pleased that many staff 
members took the time to write thoughtful and 
detailed nominations, recognizing the varied 
individual and team efforts in support of the 
University’s mission of recruitment, education, and 
retention of students. Thanks so much for your 
participation! Without further delay, here are the 
Spring 2016 OBA Award Winners!!! 

CAMPUS COMMUNITY 
Colette Lepkowski,  Dining—“No matter what is 
on her plate, Colette strives to make everyone on 
campus feel like they are number one.” 

STAFF MVP  
Blaise Masse,  Housing—“has worked tirelessly 
to secure an operating system that will improve 
communication among Housing, Residential Life, 
and Dining, and enhance the customer service 
experience for students, parents and other depts.” 

Allison Potter,  Housing—“her hard work and 
willingness to take on more responsibility over the 
past 12 months has allowed us to avoid 
outsourcing the work and saved the department a 
lot of unnecessary expense.” 

STAFF MENTORSHIP 
Dave Charette,  Campus Recreation —“his 
ability to connect with the staff that reports to him 
is uncanny, and represents OBA’s commitment to 
professional staff development in the best way 
possible.” 

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 
Maredith St. Onge,  Dining—“I know Maredith 
has plenty to do, but she never, ever looks like 
she doesn’t want to take the time to guide me in 
the right direction—she really truly cares about my 
future. She has become my mentor in a way. ” 

     Continue on Page 2

The Outdoor Pool will open this summer!  All of our 

Summer programs will be on our website at http://

campusrec.unh.edu/. The Hamel Recreation Center will 

close for renovations after Commencement but will 

open again in August.   

Based on feedback from staff, the Campus Recreation 

recognition event was completely reimagined for this 

year.  In an event hosted in Huddleston Hall, about one 

hundred staff gathered for ice cream sundaes and 

recognizing staff for a great year.  Three inaugural 

awards were presented.  The recipients were: 

 Rising Star Award: Margo Murphy, Facilities

 Leadership Award: Alex Diamond, Intramural Sports

 Essential Piece Award: Sara Sturzo, Sport Clubs

Sara Sturzo was also recognized by NIRSA:Leaders in

Collegiate Recreation with a William Wasson Award

for student leadership.

Teri Hurley will be retiring on July 1st after  40 years of 

service!  Thank you for your dedication and 

commitment to UNH.  You will be sorely missed! 

Please help us welcome Margaret Rodgers as our new 

Fitness Coordinator.  She will focus on expanding 

personal training and group exercise classes for the new 

HRC.  She also oversees the hourly staff in the 5 fitness 

areas of the expanded facility. Again welcome to the 

OBA Team! 
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From the Desk of David May 
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I would like to thank everyone for such a warm welcome.  For years, I’ve admired and respected the 

UNH leadership and the hospitality program and now that I’m here, I find it even more impressive 

than I imagined.  I have had the opportunity to jump right in with both feet while getting immediately 

submerged in budget forecasts, concessions, building designs and planning, learning the campus 

community and department leaders and learning all about our hospitality program, initiatives and 

people.  I often say, some days I feel like I have been here for 20 years and other days I feel like it’s 

been only 2 days….But every day is a great day to be a Wildcat!  In the coming months and years, I 

look forward to working with all team members and the campus and local communities, to build off 

the momentum we have, to improve our existing programs while looking for new opportunities to 

strengthen our core values and develop and implement key initiatives in our pursuit of 

EXCELLENCE!  In the meantime, thank you all for your continued hard work and dedication.              

I look forward to the great times ahead. #number1in21.    
 

RETAIL SERVICES: UNH Dairy Bar—           

First 3-Star Certified Green Restaurant in NH!  

The UNH Dairy Bar received a 3-star certification by the Green 

Restaurant Association (GRA), making it the one and only 3-star 

Green Restaurant in the state! The food and ice cream menu is 

extensive with a focus on healthy, sustainable options and features 

wholesome, local ingredients many of which are grown right on 

campus at the UNH high tunnels.  The UNH Dairy Bar implemented 

sixty environmental steps targeting, food, water, waste, energy, 

chemicals, disposables, and building materials. The UNH Dairy Bar   

is proud to be a leading restaurant in reducing waste volume by  

heavily recycling. They exceeded the rigorous certification scale by 77.02%, going above and beyond 

the requirements necessary for the 3-star certification. 

The GRA is a national nonprofit organization helping restaurants become more environmentally 

sustainable. The GRA has helped thousands of restaurants to become more environmentally 

sustainable in a profitable manner. These standards provide a transparent way to  measure each 

restaurant’s environmental accomplishments.  The UNH Dairy Bar always had a green minded    

vision - now their efforts are officially recognized.  Come dine green with us at the UNH Dairy Bar! 

~Richard LeHoullier 

Order and pay ahead - 

wait less and live 

more! Use your Dining 

Dollars, Cat's Cache or 

credit card. Fast and 

easy! Tapingo, is a free 

iOS/Android app  - 

download the app at: 

http://www.unh.edu/

dining/tapingo.   

The end of 

spring semester 

is arguably the 

best time of the 

year. The 

weather 

improves and 

student 

accomplishments are celebrated everywhere on campus. We held our Student Leadership Awards Banquet 

where students and their organizations were recognized for their accomplishments: 278 Recognized student 

organizations; 13,113 Students in Wildcat Link; 7,779 Students involved in 1 student organization and 

3,570 were involved in 2+; 1,431Students officers; and 1,190 organizational sponsored events. 

What the numbers don’t tell us is what is accomplished by these organizations and their leaders. They plan 

campus wide activities and programs which bring people together and challenge them to be better citizens. 

They learn skills which will make them better community members and employees because they know 

how much work it takes to pull a project or event together. They bring people together to share ideas and 

join in cultural celebrations. They motivate others and encourage them to be better than they thought they 

could be. They learn the ins and outs of planning budgets, and managing finances for complex activities. 

They know what it is to work hard, not for the thanks or acknowledgement but because they are a part of a 

greater community and this is how they share their talents and gifts.  

This past year scores of students volunteered and raised money for dozens of organizations. Our Fraternity 

and Sorority community raised $143,984 through philanthropic activities and volunteered 17,410 hours.  

What is behind these numbers?  Putting others first and touching many lives facilitated by groups who 

share their music, dance and time with retirement homes and extended care facilities. These numbers don’t 

even show the financial impact on local and national charities as they serve the health and well-being of 

others and the human connections made when developmentally disabled citizens join us on campus for 

events such as skating parties and pep rallies. They don’t show the blisters and sunburns developed by 

building homes or repairing barns. What is learned in these organizations is that you must practice living 

your values to make them a part of who you are and make a difference in our communities. 

Many of the same skills are gained through the student employment 

opportunities we provide. It is impressive what our students accomplish 

with our support as we challenge them to grow. Thank you to all our 

colleagues who have helped us celebrate these student leaders and    

student employees throughout all the award programs this spring.  

HOUSING  

MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING & STUDENT ACTIVITIES 

Quick Change Artists 
As thousands of UNH students transition home for 

the summer or off to new places to explore their 

post college opportunities, there is a team of hard 

working housing staff making changes overnight!  

The minute students leave on commencement 

weekend the group transforms our buildings, 

grounds and themselves to play host to summer 

guests.  Some work tirelessly so that groups like 

Special Olympics can move into clean and shiny 

apartments in the span of five days, while others 

prepare to become UNH ambassadors.  

While students are taking finals our staff  are 

ordering linens and other amenities, cleaning 

apartments and assembling directional signs.  We 

set up check-in desks to greet guests, hand out 

maps and meal cards, and answer questions…

always with a smile.  We try to pass on the 

excitement and pride we feel for UNH and Durham 

to our guests.  Each one of us is proud of this place 

and hopes that every guest has a great experience! 

This summer we’ll 

welcome many 

groups from tax 

accountants to 

master violin makers 

to a kid’s yoga camp 

and the SYMS 

music program. 

We’ll host several athletic camps and reunions as 

well as UNH students from around the globe.   

We rely on the teamwork and flexibility of many of 

our academic year staff, including the live-in 

apartment managers who spent the last nine months 

managing everything from building issues to 

student behavior.  Our apartment service staff play 

a key role as well, leading nearly a hundred student 

staff hired to help.  We even employ academic year 

Dining staff to be a part of our summer team.  It’s a 

big job to run a successful summer business 

without compromising the academic year mission 

and it pretty much takes a village of quick change 

artists to do it well! 

 

THINK DIFFERENTLY 
Eddie George - Transportation 

“Eddie’s commitment to thinking 
about how we can do things better 
has had a great impact on 
operational efficiency.” 

TEAM AWARD 
Nate Hastings - MUB 

Taylor Hodgson - MUB 

“The points program that Nate and 
Taylor developed for the MUB 
encourages student organizations 
to be more high-performing groups 
by giving them structured 
guidelines, reinforcing positive 
practices and acknowledging 
success stories.” 

Each winner is invited to an awards 
ceremony on May 24th to honor 
their commitment and contributions 
to the University. We also want to 
congratulate the following 
nominees for helping to create an 
exceptional UNH experience for 
students, staff, and our guests- 
keep up the great work!!  
Karen Augustine; Katherine 
Bemis; Melissa Bouchard; Scott 
Burklund; Kenny Cashman; Karen 
Caverly; Clara Cracknell; Darron 
Glasgow; Beth Goldenberg; Ryan 
Greblick; Darlene Grevich; Donna 
Han; Corey James; Brandon 
Karcher; Katie Kennedy; Dahlia 
Nardone; Andrea Olsson; Mariesa 
Powell; Gary Sabbag; Darleen 
Smith; Jessica Spielman; Yantong 
Tan; Sarah Taylor; Thomas Vu 

Now that we’ve got the hang of 
this, you can start thinking about 
nominating a deserving co-worker 
for the fall round! You can access 
nomination forms electronically at 

www.unh.edu/oba or find paper 

forms located at each dept.'s 
“Nomination Station.” The deadline 
for the fall semester will be posted 
soon and will include nominations 
submitted throughout the summer 
months. Don’t hesitate- take the 
time to nominate!! 

DINING:  UNH Dining ended the school year just like it began

- keeping guests happy and full! We held some 30+ events over the 

school year (that averages nearly1 per week!). The menus were 

improved this year with a focus on the Menus of Change initiative 

and featured healthy items such as quinoa slider burgers, ancient 

grains, super food salads, and spring rolls to name a few. We opened  

an expanded Holloway Commons that showcased a new grill station- 

to the joy of the campus. Stillings Hall patrons delighted in the 

talents of their new Chef and kept our guests safe on May 5th with a 

wonderful outdoor mid-day barbeque. Philbrook Hall mastered the 

Dim Sum bar— fostering a new cuisine for all to experience,  

launched homemade artisan breads and welcomed guests to their 

outdoor patio.  Just in the 3 dining halls, we employed over 700 staff, 

members with 68% being UNH students.  Our NACUFS satisfaction 

scores were higher than ever in every category!  We led the 

Northeast and nation in satisfaction levels thanks to our great team. 

The summer promises to be a great one!  ~Jon Plodzik 

https://www.unh.edu/dining/summer-hours-operation-2016 

  Summer Hours 
  HOLLOWAY COMMONS 

Breakfast 6:30am—8:30am       

Lunch 11:00am—1:30pm    

Dinner 5:00am—7:00pm 

  UNH DAIRY BAR 
8:00am—9:00pm 

  UNION COURT 
8:00am—1:30pm  

WELCOME CRIS TO 
THE OBA TEAM! 

Cristine Beutler is our new Senior 
Business Services Assistant.  
Cris will process all the financial 
activity for Campus Recreation, 
the Whittemore Center & the 
MUB.   Welcome Cris! 

Nomination Tips 
 Read the category definitions carefully to 

ensure you are submitting your nominee 
under the correct criteria. 

 Provide detailed examples of how your 
nominee fits those requirements. 

 Explain how your nominee demonstrates 
the principles of the department and  
supports the University mission of 
recruitment, education, and retention. 

 Please print clearly. 

CONFERENCES & 

CATERING 

Zabaglione is a great way to make 
use of local seasonal berries and 
farm fresh eggs!   

Zabaglione [zah-bahl-YOH-nay]  is 

a famous Italian custard dessert 
usually served with sliced fresh  
fruit or berries. The French refer    
to this as Sabayon 
and it is used as a 
dessert or a sauce. 
It is light and 
refreshing and 
perfect as a warm 
weather dessert.  

Fresh Berries 
Zabaglione 

Serves 4 

4 large egg yolks 

¼ cup granulated sugar 

3 oz. of Marsala wine 

2 pints of strawberries 

1 cup of raspberries 

1 cup of blackberries 

 Mint leaves, for garnish 

 Clean the berries and 
decoratively arrange them in 
champagne or wine glasses. 

 Beat the yolks and sugar in a 

stainless steel mixing bowl.  
When some volume is reached, 
add the Marsala and beat a little 
more. 

 Place the bowl over a double 
boiler (the bowl shouldn’t touch 
the water). 

 Whisk constantly on the 

double boiler until the mixture 
reaches a ribbon-like texture/
consistency. 

 Pour the mixture over the fruit 
in the glass, garnish with mint 
and serve. 

#Pi taPi tTrai ler  
 
To share thoughts on 
where your’d like to 

see the trailer around 
campus! 

http://www.unh.edu/oba
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submerged in budget forecasts, concessions, building designs and planning, learning the campus 

community and department leaders and learning all about our hospitality program, initiatives and 

people.  I often say, some days I feel like I have been here for 20 years and other days I feel like it’s 

been only 2 days….But every day is a great day to be a Wildcat!  In the coming months and years, I 

look forward to working with all team members and the campus and local communities, to build off 

the momentum we have, to improve our existing programs while looking for new opportunities to 

strengthen our core values and develop and implement key initiatives in our pursuit of 

EXCELLENCE!  In the meantime, thank you all for your continued hard work and dedication.              

I look forward to the great times ahead. #number1in21.    
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First 3-Star Certified Green Restaurant in NH!  

The UNH Dairy Bar received a 3-star certification by the Green 

Restaurant Association (GRA), making it the one and only 3-star 

Green Restaurant in the state! The food and ice cream menu is 

extensive with a focus on healthy, sustainable options and features 

wholesome, local ingredients many of which are grown right on 

campus at the UNH high tunnels.  The UNH Dairy Bar implemented 

sixty environmental steps targeting, food, water, waste, energy, 

chemicals, disposables, and building materials. The UNH Dairy Bar   

is proud to be a leading restaurant in reducing waste volume by  

heavily recycling. They exceeded the rigorous certification scale by 77.02%, going above and beyond 

the requirements necessary for the 3-star certification. 

The GRA is a national nonprofit organization helping restaurants become more environmentally 

sustainable. The GRA has helped thousands of restaurants to become more environmentally 

sustainable in a profitable manner. These standards provide a transparent way to  measure each 

restaurant’s environmental accomplishments.  The UNH Dairy Bar always had a green minded    

vision - now their efforts are officially recognized.  Come dine green with us at the UNH Dairy Bar! 

~Richard LeHoullier 
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organizations; 13,113 Students in Wildcat Link; 7,779 Students involved in 1 student organization and 

3,570 were involved in 2+; 1,431Students officers; and 1,190 organizational sponsored events. 

What the numbers don’t tell us is what is accomplished by these organizations and their leaders. They plan 

campus wide activities and programs which bring people together and challenge them to be better citizens. 

They learn skills which will make them better community members and employees because they know 

how much work it takes to pull a project or event together. They bring people together to share ideas and 

join in cultural celebrations. They motivate others and encourage them to be better than they thought they 

could be. They learn the ins and outs of planning budgets, and managing finances for complex activities. 

They know what it is to work hard, not for the thanks or acknowledgement but because they are a part of a 

greater community and this is how they share their talents and gifts.  
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share their music, dance and time with retirement homes and extended care facilities. These numbers don’t 

even show the financial impact on local and national charities as they serve the health and well-being of 

others and the human connections made when developmentally disabled citizens join us on campus for 

events such as skating parties and pep rallies. They don’t show the blisters and sunburns developed by 

building homes or repairing barns. What is learned in these organizations is that you must practice living 

your values to make them a part of who you are and make a difference in our communities. 

Many of the same skills are gained through the student employment 

opportunities we provide. It is impressive what our students accomplish 

with our support as we challenge them to grow. Thank you to all our 

colleagues who have helped us celebrate these student leaders and    

student employees throughout all the award programs this spring.  
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CONFERENCES & 

CATERING 

Zabaglione is a great way to make 
use of local seasonal berries and 
farm fresh eggs!   

Zabaglione [zah-bahl-YOH-nay]  is 

a famous Italian custard dessert 
usually served with sliced fresh  
fruit or berries. The French refer    
to this as Sabayon 
and it is used as a 
dessert or a sauce. 
It is light and 
refreshing and 
perfect as a warm 
weather dessert.  

Fresh Berries 
Zabaglione 

Serves 4 

4 large egg yolks 

¼ cup granulated sugar 

3 oz. of Marsala wine 

2 pints of strawberries 

1 cup of raspberries 

1 cup of blackberries 

 Mint leaves, for garnish 

 Clean the berries and 
decoratively arrange them in 
champagne or wine glasses. 

 Beat the yolks and sugar in a 

stainless steel mixing bowl.  
When some volume is reached, 
add the Marsala and beat a little 
more. 

 Place the bowl over a double 
boiler (the bowl shouldn’t touch 
the water). 

 Whisk constantly on the 

double boiler until the mixture 
reaches a ribbon-like texture/
consistency. 

 Pour the mixture over the fruit 
in the glass, garnish with mint 
and serve. 

#Pi taPi tTrai ler  
 
To share thoughts on 
where your’d like to 

see the trailer around 
campus! 

http://www.unh.edu/oba


CONTACT YOUR HR 
PARTNER 

BSC, Dining, 
Conferences & Catering, 
Housing,  Print & Mail, 
Support Services, UTS 

 Patty Rooney: 

862-1273 or 422-3421

Campus Recreation, 
MUB 

Meghan Proctor: 

862-4646 or 978-3484

BENEFITS 
Kimberly Marsh 

862-0504

OR VISIT: 
www.unh.edu/hr 

Sign Up to Our 
Email Listserv 

  Sign up to receive your 
newsletter by email.  
Please contact 
Nancy.Cicolini@unh.edu  
or call 862-0209 

Newsletter 
Suggestions? 

  Please send any 
pictures, suggestions, 
or ideas for the next 
newsletter to: 
Nancy.Cicolini@unh.edu  

The Van with the Plan 
You may have seen a Dodge minivan artfully attired 

with the color scheme of a Wildcat Transit bus—but not 

known exactly what it is for. Wildcat Transit recently 

purchased two low-floor mobility vans for the Wildcat 

Access paratransit program. Historically, Wildcat 

Access (and its predecessor the Handi-Van) have 

employed much larger cutaway style buses for meeting 

our transit responsibilities for passengers with mobility 

impairments.  In the simplest manufacturing terms, a 

“cutaway” has a van front with a bus back, and often a truck engine!  These rigs were up to the task, but did not 

always provide the best customer experience.   

The new vans provide more of a “car” experience for both passenger and driver.  With their car-like size and 

maneuverability, they allow us to service locations previously inaccessible.  The interiors are more comfortable, 

with wheelchair tie-downs close to the front of the cabin, affording a much better viewing vantage out the windows 

for passengers.  The low floor aspect means that a ramp can be used for wheelchairs, reducing the maintenance of a 

hydraulic lift.  Fuel efficiency is improved and, well, they look pretty sharp!  ~Marc Laliberte  

Print and Mail Services 
Earns Five Awards 

The UNH Print and Mail team’s presence at the 51st Association of 

College and University Printers (ACUP) conference was certainly 

noticed in a big way.  Seventy-five institutions were represented 

nationally while attendees from Australia, Canada and the United 

Kingdom added an international presence. Paul Roberts of UNH led a 

well-attended panel discussion on wide-format printing as a value-

added service offered at leading institutions—but it was at the highly 

competitive ACUP Production and Impression Awards where UNH 

really stood out.  UNH brought home the most awards of any school in 

attendance with five. They garnered a first place for the Accelerated Service Award, first place for Offset Multiple 

Piece, first place for Offset Single Page and second place for Wide Format and Digital Single Page.   

This is a team of unsung heroes whose printed materials play a critical role in many campus functions including 

recruitment, fundraising, commencement and student support. These awards serve as testament to the quality of  

the product and services provided by Printing Services. This is well-deserved recognition for a great OBA team! 

BUSINESS AFFAIRS 

Special kudos to Chris 
Sand for translating 
our newsletter into 

French and Spanish. 
THANK YOU! 

I am co-chairing the Zero Waste Task Force commissioned by President 

Huddleston. Our task force is charged with helping the campus divert most, 

if not all of our waste from the landfill. This is a monumental challenge but, 

one we feel we can impact with a team effort from everyone on campus. As 

many of you know, April 22 was Earth Day. Our task force hosted a 

“Dumpster Dive” at the C-Lot (Thanks to Dirk and Jeff from Parking). All I 

can say is that we found some interesting things in the three dumpsters we 

sorted through. It opened our eyes to the fact 

that we can all do better recycling. How can 

you help? The next time you get ready to 

throw something away, please think about 

which receptacle it should go in. I thank you 

in advance for your efforts.

As the semester comes to a close, thank you 

very much for all you do to serve the 

University community. The work we all do is 

important and contributes to the success of the 

University. I am very proud to be part of this 

team.

HAVE A GREAT DAY!!!! 

Sincerely, 

Thanks to the tenacious work of the OBA 
Recognition Committee, the unwavering support of 
leadership, and the active engagement of our 
collective team, the new employee recognition
program had a triumphant first round! We received 
35 nominations, each highlighting significant 
contributions to specific departments, the division, 
and the university. We are pleased that many staff 
members took the time to write thoughtful and 
detailed nominations, recognizing the varied
individual and team efforts in support of the 
University’s mission of recruitment, education, and 
retention of students. Thanks so much for your 
participation! Without further delay, here are the 
Spring 2016 OBA Award Winners!!! 

CAMPUS COMMUNITY 
Colette Lepkowski,  Dining—“No matter what is 
on her plate, Colette strives to make everyone on 
campus feel like they are number one.” 

STAFF MVP 
Blaise Masse,  Housing—“has worked tirelessly 
to secure an operating system that will improve 
communication among Housing, Residential Life, 
and Dining, and enhance the customer service
experience for students, parents and other depts.” 

Allison Potter,  Housing—“her hard work and 
willingness to take on more responsibility over the 
past 12 months has allowed us to avoid 
outsourcing the work and saved the department a 
lot of unnecessary expense.” 

STAFF MENTORSHIP 
Dave Charette,  Campus Recreation —“his 
ability to connect with the staff that reports to him 
is uncanny, and represents OBA’s commitment to 
professional staff development in the best way
possible.” 

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 
Maredith St. Onge,  Dining—“I know Maredith 
has plenty to do, but she never, ever looks like 
she doesn’t want to take the time to guide me in 
the right direction—she really truly cares about my 
future. She has become my mentor in a way. ” 

Continue on Page 2

The Outdoor Pool will open this summer!  All of our 

Summer programs will be on our website at http://

campusrec.unh.edu/. The Hamel Recreation Center will 

close for renovations after Commencement but will 

open again in August.   

Based on feedback from staff, the Campus Recreation 

recognition event was completely reimagined for this 

year.  In an event hosted in Huddleston Hall, about one 

hundred staff gathered for ice cream sundaes and 

recognizing staff for a great year.  Three inaugural 

awards were presented.  The recipients were: 

 Rising Star Award: Margo Murphy, Facilities

 Leadership Award: Alex Diamond, Intramural Sports

 Essential Piece Award: Sara Sturzo, Sport Clubs

Sara Sturzo was also recognized by NIRSA:Leaders in

Collegiate Recreation with a William Wasson Award

for student leadership.

Teri Hurley will be retiring on July 1st after  40 years of 

service!  Thank you for your dedication and 

commitment to UNH.  You will be sorely missed! 

Please help us welcome Margaret Rodgers as our new 

Fitness Coordinator.  She will focus on expanding 

personal training and group exercise classes for the new 

HRC.  She also oversees the hourly staff in the 5 fitness 

areas of the expanded facility. Again welcome to the 

OBA Team! 

 CAMPUS RECREATION 
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From the Desk of David May
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